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	Web Services Security, 9780072224719 (0072224711), McGraw-Hill, 2003
Minimize security risks in your system by successfully rolling out secure Web  Services with help from this exceptional guide. Web Services Security  covers everything network security professionals need to know, including details  on Web Services architecture, SOAP, UDDI, WSDL, XML Signature, XML Encryption,  SAML, XACML, XKMS, and more.

You’ll also get implementation techniques as well as case studies featuring  global service-provision initiatives such as the Liberty Alliance Project.  Practical, comprehensive, and up-to-date, this is a must-read reference for  every administrator interested in conquering real-life security challenges  through the effective use of Web Services.

	Learn the high-level principles of security and how they apply to Web  Services  
	Deploy Web Services technology following practical and clear examples  
	Use XKMS for validation and accountability  
	Ensure data integrity by using XML Signature and XML Encryption with SOAP  
	Use SAML and XACML for authentication and authorization  
	Learn the major components of the evolving ebXML standard  
	Gain valuable insight into the legal aspects of Web Services  security—including digital signature laws, privacy issues, and  application-to-application transactions 
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Professional MFC With Visual C++ 5Wrox Press, 1999
This book focuses on the use of the Microsoft Foundation Classes to develop software. Of course, 'software' is a very broad term - some readers are doubtless interested in writing low-level technical applications that might not even have a user interface, while others will be interested in coding form-oriented applications that do little more the...

		

Bitter EJBManning Publications, 2003
After taking a ten-year break from writing books, Bruce Tate returned to publishing in 2002 with the bestseller, Bitter Java. In Bitter Java, he introduced the concept of antipatterns, which he defined simply as common programming problems that trap software...

		

Microsoft .NET Framework Security (One Off)Premier Press, 2002
Today, computing is dynamic and global. It is no longer practical to input or access data from a single computer. Microsoft .NET Framework allows you to use the same data for various digital devices. However, accessibility can lead to breaches in security. Therefore, this platform also provides several mechanisms for administrators and...





	

Fibrosis Research: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2005

	Fibrosis or scar, defined pathologically as inappropriate repair by connective

	tissue, is increasingly recognized as an important feature of many chronic

	diseases (Table 1), and as such, represents an enormous health burden. The

	United States government estimates that 45% of deaths in the United States

	can be attributed to...

		

Search Engine Optimization: Your Visual Blueprint for Effective Internet MarketingVisual, 2008
Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you'll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 140 key search engine optimization techniques, including:
    

	Analyzing your competition      
	
        Researching and...




		

Learning Ext JS 3.2Packt Publishing, 2010

	The book provides plenty of fun example code and screenshots to guide you through the creation of examples to assist with learning. By taking a chapter-by-chapter look at each major aspect of the Ext JS framework, the book lets you digest the available features in small, easily understandable chunks, allowing you to start using the library...
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